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Principle of Evaluation 

Section-I 
                                                                                                                                   12X1/2=6 M 

1. The degree of hotness or coldness 
2. d 
3. Between 11 and 12  
4. CaOCl2 
5. Centre of Curvature 
6. n1 sin i= n2 sin r 
7. Power( p)=1/f=1/2=0.5 D 
8. Scattering of light 
9. a 
10. Refraction of light 
11. a 
12. Water 
 

Section-II 
                                                                                                                      8X1=8 M 

13.  

 
14.The reaction of an acid with a base to give a salt and water is known as a neutralization reaction 

15. i)It is used as soda-acid in fire extinguishers  ii)It is acts as mild antiseptic 

16.To change the refractive indices of their medium, resulting change the speed 

17.1/f=1/v-1/u 

18.Virtual, Erect and enlarged image 

19. Virtual,Erect and Diminished image 

20.Using in telescope (Write any one of use)  

Section-III 
                                                                                                                   8X2=16 M 

21. Na2CO3+ 2HCl 2HCl + H2O+CO2 

        NaHCO3+ HClNaCl +H2O+CO2 

22.Refractive index of diamond(2.42) is more than refractive index vacuum(1).Speed of light depend 

 on refractive index, So light ray travel slowly in diamond when compared to vacuum. 

23. R1=R2=R  , n=1.5     f=? 



        1/f=(n-1)[1/R1+1/R2]=(1.5-1)[1/R+1/R]=

                           f=R 

24. 1/f=(n-1)[1/R1+1/R2]=(n-1)[1/R+1/R]=(n

25.The light from the sun needs to travel more distance in atmosphere during sinrise and sunset to 

 reach your eye. In morning and evening

 colours scatter more and vanish before they reach you. Since scattering of red light is very 

 small,it reaches you 

26. λ=1m,   C=3x108 m/s ,     v=? 

      v=C/ λ=3x108/1=3x108 Hz  

27.The short hand notation of electronic configuration is nl

       i) It is used to write the electronic configuration of an atom

       ii) It is used to find the position of ele

28.With help of ciliary muscle to change the focal length of eye lens

                                                                                                                          
29. 

1)[1/R+1/R]=1/2x2/R=1/R 

1)[1/R+1/R]=(n-1)x2/R 

The light from the sun needs to travel more distance in atmosphere during sinrise and sunset to 

reach your eye. In morning and evening times, during sunrise and sunset ,expect red light all 

sh before they reach you. Since scattering of red light is very 

The short hand notation of electronic configuration is nlx 

electronic configuration of an atom 

ii) It is used to find the position of electrons around the nucleus in at atom

With help of ciliary muscle to change the focal length of eye lens 

Section-IV 
                                                                                                                          

The light from the sun needs to travel more distance in atmosphere during sinrise and sunset to 

times, during sunrise and sunset ,expect red light all 

sh before they reach you. Since scattering of red light is very 

ctrons around the nucleus in at atom 

                                                                                                                          5X4=20 

 



 

 

30. 

Aim:-To find the lateral shift using glass slab

Materials required:- Plank, chart paper, clamps, 

(OR) 

 

(OR) 

To find the lateral shift using glass slab 

Plank, chart paper, clamps, pencil,scale, thin glass and pins

 

 

 

pencil,scale, thin glass and pins 



31. 

 

(OR) 

 

 

 



32. 

(OR) 

 

 

 



1. Mirages is an optical illusion it appears that water has collected on the road at a distance place 

but when we get there, we don’t find any water

33. 

 

Mirages is an optical illusion it appears that water has collected on the road at a distance place 

but when we get there, we don’t find any water 

Mirages is an optical illusion it appears that water has collected on the road at a distance place 
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